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Detector: 
Size: 16 x 26 meters 
Weight: 10,000 tons 

Collaboration: 
> 1300 Members 
> 100 Institutes  
> 30 countries 



Big Bang 

An Important Scientific Challenge:  
to understand the very first moments of our Universe 

after the Big Bang 

Today 
13.8 Billion Years 

1028 cm 
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The evolution of the 
Universe 



In order to understand the deepest nature 
of the matter we have to: 

 

-create the initial conditions of the 
Universe  

 

-create and study all the possible particles 
(carriers of the information) 

 



Particle Factories: the accelerators  



Colliders�

ADA, Frascati, 1959 
ADONE, Frascati, 1969   

DAFNE 

LHC at CERN, Geneve 2009   



acceleratore, esperimenti, rete mondiale (GRID) di computer  

TUTTO HA AVUTO INIZIO 20 ANNI FA   

Avventura scien8fica globale The global adventure�

Everything started more than 20 years ago �



LHC needed years of R&D 

Construction of one 
of the cavern hosting 
the experiments 

Dipole magnets 
string test 
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Large Hadron Collider: perche’ e come 
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Sala di controllo degli acceleratori Accelerator Control Room�



  Science is getting more and more global!



Survey in March 2009 

They do not all stay: where do they go? 

Today: 
∼2500 PhD students 
in LHC experiments 

Age Distribution of Scientists  
- and where they go afterwards 
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•  4 gigantic caverns host 4 
huge detectors 

•  center of mass energy of 
14 TeV, never reached 
before 

• beam intensity orders of 
magnitude higher than 
before 

•  almost 40.000 ton of 
material at 1.9 K, a 
temperature lower than the 
cosmic background 

The LHC tunnel is at 100 m 
underground 







ALICE magnet 



The first step: the briks 
of the Universe… 
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The fundamental interactions 
Interaction Strength  

Weak 1029 Decay:  
n p + e- + n 

Electromagnetic 1040 Keeps together the atoms 

Strong 1043 Keeps together the nuclei 

Gravitational 1 Keeps you on the 
ground 

Effect  
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A Mini-Bang in the lab 

•  We need a small system so that it can be accelerated 
to ultrarelativistic speed (99.9% c) 

•  That system (i.e. a chunk of matter and not just a single 
particle) must follow simple rules of thermodynamics 
and form a new state of matter in a particular phase 

 
•  We can use heavy ions (e.g. Pb). They are tiny (~10-14 

m) but have a finite volume that can be exposed to 
pressure and temperature 

We will try to force matter, through a phase transition, to a 
new state of matter called “Quark Gluon Plasma” 



We need Heavy Ions 

2 nuclei  
colliding at  
very high  
energy  
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Detector: 
Size: 16 x 26 meters 
Weight: 10,000 tons 

Collaboration: 
> 1300 Members 
> 100 Institutes  
> 30 countries 



A simulated collision in Alice 



Up	  to	  10-‐37-‐10-‐5	  s	  from	  the	  Big	  Bang	  the	  Universe	  	  was	  
formed	  by	  a	  “soup”	  of	  quarks	  and	  gluons	  …	  the	  

Quark	  Gluon	  Plasma	  (QGP)	  

• Why to study the QGP? 
 
• Which are the main 
features of the QGP? 
 
• Is it possible to have 
such a system in 
laboratory? 
-TQGP=2000 billions K 
-TSUN=15 millions K 



Asimptotic freedom  Confinement  
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Separating interacting quark, a tension 
(energy) able to create new particles is 

formed (1000 MeV / fm) 

Hadronization 



We need to create a system with hugh energy density 
(particles at infinitesimal distance) in order to have a 
negligible strong interaction 



Phases of the “normal” matter 

Classic Plasma 

solid	   liquid	   gaseous	  





LaIce	  QCD	  

Big	  Bang	  

Already	  happened…	  

Neutron	  stars	  

Do	  we	  want	  to	  wait	  so	  much?…	  

Where can we produce the QGP? 

LHC 



Pb+Pb event in Alice 

Thousands of particles produced per collision (25 ns) 



Data Acquisition and Analysis 
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L�analisi dei da; degli esperimen; al LHC  richiede 
soluzioni informa;che innova;ve! 
  accesso via rete (GRID) all’informazione 

archiviata in diverse località geografiche  

  La mole di da; prodoB dagli esperimen; a LHC e’ enorme:  
     ~ 1.3 GB/s   (6 volte il contenuto dell�Enciclopedia Britannica) 
 
    se i da8 venissero memorizza8 su CD, ci vorrebbe  

        una pila di CD alta 20 km ogni anno! 

I da8 degli esperimen8 a LHC Experimental data at the LHC�
•  The quantity of produced data is enormous! �
~1.3 GB/s à 6 times the Britannic Encyclopedia�
�
•  If we had to store those data on CD we 

should need a stack of disks 20 km tall … 
each year! �

�
•  New computing solutions developed: GRID �





Can a Black Hole  
be produced at  
the LHC? 



Black Holes evolution and decay 
•  Mini black holes produced at LHC would be light and tiny 

compared to cosmic black holes (~TeV versus ~3 Solar masses) 
•  This means they would be extremely hot (T~100 GeV) and 

evaporate almost instantaneously, mainly via Hawking radiation 

•  à cosmic BH 1019 GeV  à LHC energy ~104 GeV 
 
•  Typical decay signature: 

 ~6 ptc for each decay emitted spherically 
  75% quarks and gluons 
  10% charged leptons 
  5% neutrinos 
  5% of photons or W/Z boson 
  new ptc around 100 GeV 

 

BH event  
simulated by CMS 



A “soup” reach of information 

Space-‐'me	  evolu'on	  of	  
the	  birth	  of	  a	  hadron	  

Phase transition in cosmological theories  
of the primordial Universe 

Properties of QCD at high 
temperature: degrees of  

freedom, viscosity, conductivity, … 

Equa'on	  state	  of	  	  
QCD	  

Plasma	  and	  color	  
caos	  instability	  

Partonic	  energy	  loss	  



Global observables summary 

•  Energy density > 50 GeV/fm3  

•  Freeze-out volume ~300 fm3 

•  Time scale until decoupling 10 fm/c 

•  Elliptic flow as expected from hydro-dynamical calculations 

•  Initial state saturation effects smaller than expected 

The Early Universe behaved as a 
perfect fluid 

Something less interesting … at least for you 



VITA(SPERICOLATA(E(“PROBABILE”(DEL(
NOSTRO(UNIVERSO(METASTABILE?%%

“Dangerous” life 
in a Metastable 

Universe 

Conclusions 
Alice and the LHC are operating wonderfully  
unveiling the first secrets of the Early Universe 
 
A new and unique era for the exploration of the matter just 
started. The connections with other branches of physics are 
incredibly high and intriguing 
 



I’m still confused … 

E.Fermi, Chicago 1951 

 

… but at high level  


